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Dark Complexity
Perhaps dark matter / dark sectors are not simple or minimal? 

Instead of a single WIMP, could have variety of particles & forces. 

Theoretical perspective:

The SM is complicated and O(10%) of DM by energy density. 
Why not more things like that? More DM sectors, more particles/forces.

Symmetries between SM and dark sector could solve fundamental problems, e.g. Higgs hierarchy 
problem. 
Could imply similarly complex structure for all or part of dark matter.  
E.g. Twin Higgs implies dark-SM-copy with O(1) different masses.
[recent Twin Higgs Cosmo example: 1611.07975 (Chacko, Craig, Fox, Harnik)]

Profound consequences for cosmology and astrophysics.
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What if the dark sector was more like the SM?

Consider simple model of “atomic dark matter”:
- dark proton mass 

- dark electron 

- dark photon (QED force) with coupling strength 

- asymmetric abundance makes up fraction  of total DM

- temperature during decoupling 

Good benchmark for many more complicated possibilities.

“Dark nuclear physics" optional (present e.g. in Twin Higgs)!
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I’ll focus on our recent work: 
• Direct Detection: 2104.02074 Chacko, DC, Geller, Tsai
• Mirror Neutron Stars: 2103.01965 Hippert, Setford, Tan, DC, Norona-Hostler, Yunes
• Microlensing constraints: 2012.07136 Winch, Setford, Bovy, DC
• White Dwarf Cooling: 2010.00601 DC, Setford
• Mirror Stars: 1909.04071 DC, Setford
• Mirror Stars: 1909.04072 DC, Setford
• Twin Higgs Cosmology: 1803.03263 Chacko, DC, Geller, Tsai
• Mirror stars in GAIA:  2112.05766 Aaron Howe, Jack Setford, Chris Matzner,  DC

• [in progress] N-body simulations: Sandip Roy, Xuejian Shen, Jack Setford, Mariangela Lisanti,  Norman Murray, Philip Hopkins, DC
• [in progress] Realistic computation of Mirror Star Emissions: Isabella Armstrong, Berkin Gorbuz, David Curtin, Chris Matzner

Very incomplete recent literature sample:
• 0808.2318 Feng, Tu, Yu
• 1303.1521 Fan, Katz, Randall, Reece
• 1310.3278 Cyr-Racine, Putter, Raccanelli
• 1611.07975 Chacko, Craig, Fox, Harnik
• 1611.07977 Craig, Koren, Trott
• 1705.10341 Rosenberg, Fan
• 1707.03829 Buckley, DiFranzo
• 1712.04779 Ghalsasi, McQuinn
• 1805.04512 Gresham, Lou, Zurek
• 1809.01144 Essig, McDermott, Yu, Zhong
• 1911.11114 Alvarez, Yu
• 1912.06757 Huo, Yu, Zhong 
• 2106.13245, 2110.11964, 2110.11964 Ryan, Gurian, Shandera, Jeong



Dark Electromagnetism
CMB S4 will measure presence of light degrees of freedom very model-independently* with precision 

aDM has irreducible signature 

 naturally wants to be < 1, but unless there are significant dilution mechanisms at play, good chance for 
positive detection at CMB S4.

Note that galaxy surveys can constrain  much more due to dark-acoustic oscillations, but not if DM 
fraction f < ~ 5%! 

The CMB S4 constraint is independent of DM-fraction: a generic probe of “dark 
electromagnetism”. The detection/non-excluded possibility of  has wide-reaching 
consequences for astrophysics.

Dark EM + DM  dissipative dynamics  nothing like CDM
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CMB S4 Science Case 1907.04473

1310.3278 Cyr-Racine, Putter, Raccanelli

* modulo 2107.13000 Cyr-Racine, Ge, Knox
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Mirror Stars
Atomic DM can cool and collapse into mirror stars in our galaxy
- just like regular stars, but shine in dark light
- If no dark nuclear physics, cool in Kelvin-Helmholz time.
- If dark nuclear physics, could live &  dark-shine much longer
- eventually produce relics (like white dwarfs, neutron stars, black holes)

Abundance is ***very*** hard to predict (more on that later). 

But they’re a generic consequence of aDM/dark complexity, so we should look for them!

Can look for their signatures in
- microlensing
- gravitational wave signals
- regular telescopes.



Gravitational Microlensing Searches

Vera Rubin 
Observatory should 
be able to detect
sub-percent DM-
fractions of dark 
stars in a dark disk*

2012.07136 
Winch, Setford, Bovy, Curtin

Conducted LSST sensitivity study 
for halo and disk configurations, 
including effects of many crossings 
during observation time. 



Gravitational Wave Signals
2103.01965 Hippert, Setford, Tan, DC, Norona-Hostler, Yunes

Mirror Twin Higgs Neutron Stars 
are lighter and smaller than 
regular neutron stars, but can be 
detected by aLIGO in 
standard analses!

Computed structure and tidal deformability of 
mirror neutron stars within the Twin Higgs model 
with realistic EoS from rescaled lattice data to 
determine GW signatures. 



Electromagnetic Mirror Star Signals

Could Mirror Stars emit regular photons that we would see in telescopes?

SM photon hidden photon

ϵ ≳ 10−13

Yes! Generally, dark QED photon will mix with SM photon:

Incredibly faint interactions are not relevant for galaxy/stellar 
evolution, but can produce signals!

1909.00696 Gherghetta, Kersten, Olive, Pospelov
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Optical/IR: Thermal emission 
from captured SM matter

X-ray photons straight 
from core via mirror-Thomson 
conversionMirror Star

Electromagnetic Mirror Star Signals

1909.04071 DC, Setford
1909.04072 DC, Setford



Spectrum of captured SM Nugget

Very primitive calculation of spectrum [bremsstrahlung + X-ray only]. 
Metals/Dust likely to have major impact on emissions and increase signal.

Assumed SM-like 
mirror stars for 
demonstration 
purposes.

1909.04071 DC, Setford
1909.04072 DC, Setford



Mirror Stars in GAIA
Thermal emissions of captured SM matter in mirror stars should live in 

different region of HR diagram than regular stars: faint but hot!

2112.05766 Aaron Howe, Jack Setford, Chris Matzner,  DC

Signal Region for 
mirror stars with 
optically thin 
SM nuggets

X-ray surveys
needed to look
for mirror stars
in WD region

GAIA can constrain 
many possible mirror 
star scenarios, but still  
need to connect mirror 
star properties to 
atomic-DM microphysics



Mirror Stars in GAIA

Our initial search has to be regarded as a “toy” or “demo” analysis 
due to highly simplified calculation of SM nugget emissions.

Furthermore, several ‘mirror star candidates’ in our signal region 
were more likely to be dusty white dwarfs. However, with detailed 
predictions for mirror star emissions, we could do more rigorous 

comparison with expected “BSM Signal”!

2112.05766 Aaron Howe, Jack Setford, Chris Matzner,  DC



Realistic prediction of SM Nugget Emission

[in progress] Isabella Armstrong, Berkin Gorbuz, David Curtin, Chris Matzner

Just like for planetary nebulae, atomic emission lines, dust etc can 
completely dominate their emission. 

 use standard astrophysics tools like                 and         mesa     to 
compute  profiles and resulting emission of SM nugget 
captured by mirror stars in a “fully realistic” way.  Then do the real search!

→
T(r), ρ(r), κ(r), …

SM Nuggets are a fun & weird 
astrophysical object, kinda like a 
planetary nebulae compressed to 
earth-size with magical local heating.



Other probes of Dark 
Complexity



Stellar Cooling

2010.00601 DC, Setford

Direct Detection

2104.02074 Chacko, DC, Geller, Tsai
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SM white dwarfs capture aDM 
and then radiate dark photons



Predicting aDM 
distribution in our 

galaxy



Cosmology and Galactic Astrophysics
Mirror Stars etc are spectacular signatures, but entirely dependent on 
distribution and dynamics of aDM in our galaxy today, which in turn is set by 
cosmological initial conditions. 

Cosmological constraints on atomic DM

Dynamics of aDM on galaxy/cluster scales

Mirror Stars and other fun signatures!
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Cosmology and Galactic Astrophysics

1310.3278 Cyr-Racine, Putter, Raccanelli
2110.04317 Bansal, Kim, Kolda, Low, TsaiCosmological constraints on atomic DM

Dynamics of aDM on galaxy/cluster scales
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see Jared Barron’s talk on Thursday 15:50,  
Sterling Auditorium

Need detailed sims! 
Get new constraints?  

Predictions!→

Mirror Stars etc are spectacular signatures, but entirely dependent on 
distribution and dynamics of aDM in our galaxy today, which in turn is set by 
cosmological initial conditions. 



Work with Sandip Roy [Princeton], Xuejian (Jacob) Shen [Caltech], + 
Mariangela Lisanti, Norm Murray, Phil Hopkins.

Add full aDM module to GIZMO code with full 
gas physics, cooling, sink formation, etc etc etc. 
World’s first full aDM sims from cosmological 
initial conditions to formation of MW-like galaxy. 

Code complete! Now running first of
many many new studies. 

E.g. 
- when/how does aDM form a disk?
- What is the phase diagram of aDM  

morphology in our milky way? 
- What is the black hole mass function?

MHD N-body Simulations of atomic DM

faDM = 0.05,me′ 
= 0.55me, mp′ 

= 1.3mp, αD = 2.5αem, ξ = 0.4
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Conclusions
Dark Complexity is a motivated, exciting but daunting frontier in the search for dark 

matter and dark sectors. 

Could resolve several of our field’s most severe theoretical and experimental paradoxes 
and is still very unconstrained. 

The richness of dark complexity, even in its simplest incarnation like minimal atomic 
Dark Matter, gives rise to complex dynamics and varied, spectacular signatures 

(mirror stars, dark disks, dark BAO, …).

Understanding this space of signatures is vital to design new searches for 
discovery, as well as understanding exclusions of individual models. 

These are early days, but we already opened up one new way to search for dark matter in 
telescope surveys. Expect more in this space!


